The Instructional Skills Workshop (ISW) is a supportive laboratory approach to the enhancement of teaching and learning. Faculty facilitators conduct this enriching, intensive 4-day (24 hour) workshop and provide participants the opportunity to:

- Practice a variety of instructional techniques
- Receive peer feedback and support on your current teaching strategies
- Learn from colleagues in an informative, unusual, fun and interactive environment

YOU MUST RESERVE A SPACE - THIS WORKSHOP CAN ACCOMMODATE A LIMITED NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

One of the main benefits of ISW was witnessing the power of confidence building through the use of creative expression. I value creativity so much and to see how creative my colleagues were was inspirational. From their lessons I learned about tennis with a floor taped court, shopping at Costco with a map and a chart, and how to use a puppet. From their creative teaching strategies I reaffirmed the importance of sharing with colleagues. It was a long week and worth every minute.

STACEY BARTLETT

“What flex opportunity allows you the chance to teach folks how to do the electric slide electric slide and get credit?”
KAM BULL

A fun and safe learning environment
A truly rewarding experience
Simply a must for instructors striving for excellence in teaching
Creative ideas for classroom implementation
An effective and powerful way to capture an audience

GAIL PETERS

ISW can be used for 24 hours FLEX credit or 1.5 units through the LTPA (Associate faculty additional $200 stipend)

CONTACT:
Carrie Roberson- 530.895.2534
robersonca@butte.edu